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Sonic & Sega All-Stars Racing Arcade  |  Sega  |  Video  | Ticket Redemption
In a frantic battle to the chequered flag, Sonic and friends speed around tracks set in mediaeval castles, lush 
rain forests and bustling cities, all taken from the visually rich and varied universes of Sonic and Sega. Fan 
favourites such as Dr. Eggman, Tails, AiAi, Amigo and many more will join Sonic in their custom built vehicles. 
Players must master the mini boost drift and use the weapon pick ups carefully if they are to be victorious!

Linkable up to 8 players  |  Ticket redemption [optional kit]  |  Illuminated seat and cabinet lighting  | 13 tracks and 13 characters

Single Assembled Dimensions - D1550mm W1005mm H2205mm 255kg | D61" W40" H87" 562lbs
Twin Assembled Dimensions - D1550mm W2010mm H2205mm 510kg | D61" W79" H87" 1124lbs 
Single Shipping Dimensions - D1600mm W1060mm H2100mm 238kgs | D63" W42" H83" 525lbs

Illuminated seat and side cheek lighting

Ticket payout [optional kit]
Sonic & Sega All-Stars Racing 
Arcade features a ticket payout 
system, which will reward players 
who win the race with a ticket payout. 
An optional multiplier can also be 
activated so when playing a 
multiplayer race this ticket payout is 
multiplied by the number of players 
competing.

Game modes
Grand Prix mode see’s players compete against the favourite Sonic & Sega characters over 3 championship 
only tracks. Finish in the top 3 to progress to the next stage, the higher you finish the more championship 
points you get. The points leader after 3 races will be crowned champion!
Multiplayer mode sees up to 8 players battle it out over a choice of 10 different tracks.
In Single Race mode players race against the CPU in a single race.
In Time Trial mode players must race against the clock and beat the leaderboard time to claim to be the 
fastest Sonic & Sega All-Stars Racing Arcade racer there is!
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